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Monthly Protocol Quiz Link 

http://ozarksems.com/education-quizzes.php 

ALL STAFF MEETING Notes 

-CMH on track to be a Level 3 Stroke Center, 

probably in December. 

-Recruit any and all EMTs and Medics that you 

can. 

-Make sure you are checking PCS forms at the 

hospital before you transport and get corrected 

if needed. If hospital staff give you trouble, 

contact one of your leadership team. 

-Charts have to be done within 24 hrs, get them 

locked before the end of your shift. 

-Mercy Dispatch Number 417-820-3003 

 COVID declinations or first shot due yesterday. 

If you want to have TangoTango on your 

personal device, get with Theron and fill out the 

payroll deduction form. 

 

Leadership Notes 
 

Thank you Cheryl, Jeff, Theron, Gregory, 

Colby, Ethan, Eric C., Edward, Chloe, Jerry, 

Amanda D., Robert, Travis, Pete, Ray, 

Madeline, Ryan, Mike, Cody, James P., Jacob, 

Eric S., Trent, Lyman, Logan, and John for 

getting your protocol quiz done! –Theron 

Thank you Colby for covering F shift! –Alice 

Thank you Madeline and Megan for helping 

with EMT finals! –Ryan 

Thank you Colby, Pete, and Alice for covering 

shifts in Polk this weekend! –Ryan 

Thank you Pete for cleaning up around the Polk 

station! –Ryan 

Thank you Chloe, Trent, and Colby for helping 

lift and cover shifts for me, beyond appreciated! 

–Amanda D. 

Congrats to Eric C., Jay, Comorgan, Goldie, 

Emma, Cody, Tom R., Eric S., Kenny, Lyman, 

and Bill for averaging less than 5 minutes from 

patient contact to 12 lead over the past year!     

–Theron 

 

Shout Outs 

http://ozarksems.com/education-quizzes.php
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https://memsa.org/  

https://www.ems1.com/ 

https://nemsis.org/ 

https://www.ems.gov/  

https://www.emsstrong.org/  

https://www.medscape.com/  

FTOs get with Brice or Theron about helping 

streamline the onboarding process. 

If you are interested in being an FTO for 2022, 

please check your email for links to make it 

happen. 

I listened to the new HandTevy bereavement 

podcast. It’s worth a listen. There are several 

articles on this webpage that staff should look 

into in regards to pediatric deaths. 

https://www.handtevy.com/bereavement/ All 

the PDFs have been put on the F drive. –Brice   

Upcoming Classes through our Education 

Department 

Dec 21
st
-Life Support Competencies  

Jan 3
rd

-First Day of 2022 Paramedic Academy 

 

 

 

 

 

Safety Tips 

 

Educational Resources 

https://memsa.org/
https://www.ems1.com/
https://nemsis.org/
https://www.ems.gov/
https://www.emsstrong.org/
https://www.medscape.com/
https://www.handtevy.com/bereavement/

